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Bimoricity in Northern Greenlandic Eskimo
D. Meador

1.0 Introduction
Multiple strong stresses on heavy syllables within words in Northern

Greenlandic Eskimo indicate the absence of word trees in the metrical grid.
That final light syllables also selectively receive stress in the absence of a
word tree presents a challenge to available mechanisms which attempt to
account for such alternations. These include destressing (Hammond 1989; Halle
and Kenstowicz 1990) and extrametricality (Halle and Kenstowicz 1990). The
problems presented by these mechanisms are avoided in an analysis based on
bimoricity. The analysis proposed here presents a modification of the iambic
template in Hayes' (1987) typology.

2.0 Stress Distribution
Three general observations can be made for words in which stress values

are not differentiated other than by presence and absence, that is, for those
words in which there is no secondary stress. One is that heavy syllables are
always stressed, regardless of their position in the word or how many
syllables the word has, as shown in (la). Heavy syllables in Northern
Greenlandic Eskimo are either bimoraic (CVV, CVC, or VC) or trimoraic (CVVC).
That nonfinal light syllables are not stressed is indicated in (lb).

(1)
a)

Heavy Syllables
kúXXoq
á:tá:
ú: toq
ornníppá:
ó: mmánnáq
tássánná:í nnáq
úíhá: rsáí so: q
tá:í má i káAlárAXrt

b) tikéq
ana:
apút
pami;q
seqinéq
oruluwoq
isínnawtt
ársárnerit
nerukárXonit
ajorúnnárp'oq
pisiniaraluárpónnó: q

'thumb'
'grandfather'
'a seal which has crept up on the ice'
'he goes over to him'
'usual name applied to mountains'
'he is peevish or is begging'
'it will be east wind'
'let that be enough for the present!'

'forefinger'
'his or her elder brother'
'snow on the ground'
'tail of an animal'
'the sun'
'suddenly'
'have you (sg.) fallen through the ice ?'
'aurora borealis'
'feeding the dogs'
'it (he) is probably bad'
'they would like to buy something'

I thank Anna Ciszewska - Wilkens, Laura Conway, Kristin Denham, Michael
Hammond, Jane Tsay, and Steven Zepp for useful comments on an earlier draft of
this paper.

i I have modified Thalbitzer's (1904) phonetic orthography as follows:
I do not distinguish between "advanced ", "very advanced" and nonadvanced
vowel alternates, and I have replaced "C. " with geminate "CC ".
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Another observation is that a final light syllable is stressed when
immediately preceded by a light syllable, as in (2a), but unstressed if
immediately preceded by a heavy syllable, as in (2b).

(2) Final Light Syllables
Gloss

a) suná 'what'
neqé 'meat'
ataryo 'take care'
siníppisé 'are you (pl.) sleeping ?'
pé: rsinnárAor3ó 'only taking it away'
taltònnó: kúppol)á 'they are tired of seeing me'

b) íkka 'over yonder'
sákko 'weapon, implement'
niWkko 'dried meat'
ki: na 'face'
ila: i 'throat'

Lastly, there are no monomoraic monosyllabic lexical words in Northern
Greenlandic. All monosyllabic words are comprised of at least two morae (or,
more frequently, three):

(3) All Monosyllabic Lexical Words are Minimally Bimoraic
ko: k 'river' pa: q 'duck'
a: k 'blood' a: p 'yes'
pa: 'mouth of a river or fjord'

3.0 Analyses

An immediate conclusion that can be drawn from figures (1) and (2) is
that there are no word trees in the metrical grid in Northern Greenlandic, as
a result of multiple strong stresses within a word. One feasible alternative
explanation is that Thalbitzer (1904) has made mistakes in recording stress,
and did not hear distinctions between what could possibly be several secondary
stresses and one primary stress within a word. As shown in (1) and (2)
however, his "mistakes" are patterned; therefore this explanation is rejected.
Were it not for several near-minimal pairs, it could be that stress in this
language is not phonological at all: kí: na ('face') and kina ('who' ); unéq
('armpit') and ú: néq ('burn'); áppa ('eye') and á: ppá. ('companion') are just
a few. Since one distinction between the stress systems of languages is the
existence of word trees, a parameter can be assumed to be set to "none" for
Northern Greenlandic. Additionally, feet must be unbounded, since the
position of stress is not counted in terms of even or odd syllables from an
edge. Rather, stress assignment is correlated with syllable weight. As a
result, the domain of the foot constituents spans the entire word, or to the
nearest heavy syllable marked lexically as a constituent head (Halle and
Vergnaud 1987). Heavy syllables, therefore, must be accented.

2 The lack of exact minimal pairs reflects the dependency between
syllable weight and stress.
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The behavior of final light syllables illustrated in (2) indicates that
feet are rightheaded. If they were left - headed, unattested forms like * nége
would be predicted. A final right- headed foot comprised of light syllables
correctly results in the final stress illustrated in (2a).

3.1 Extrametricality
The consistent pattern exhibited by final, non - stressed light syllables

in (2b) can be accounted for if such feet are not assigned stress and are
considered extrametrical, following similar arguments in Halle and Kenstowicz
(1990). The analysis at this point is that vowels are stressable elements;
heavy syllables are accented; unbounded right- headed feet are constructed; and
final degenerate feet are extrametrical. This analysis is formalized in (4)
and sample derivations follow in (5).3

(4) Formalization for Extrametricality
a. stressable elements are vowels.
b. accent heavy syllables.
c. line 0 constituents are right- headed.
d. line 0 constituents are unbounded.
e. A final degenerate line 0 constituent is extrametrical.

(5) Derivations with Extrametricality
a) o o

a. x x b. x x c.d. (x x)
tikéq -> tikéq -> tikéq e. does not apply.

b)

c)

o o o o
a. xx xx b. xx xx c.d. (x x) (x x)

isízgjawit -> isi313awit -> ísiq Oáwit e. is N/A

x
a. x x c.d. (x x)

suná -> suná b. and e. do not apply.

d) o o x o x

a. x x x b. x x x c.d. (x x) (x) e. (x x) <x>
ilá: i -> ilá: i -> ila: i -> (la: i

e) * o o o o o o
a. x x b. x x c.d. (x) (x) e. (x) <x>

kúaláq -> kúXXöq -> kúaaáq -> kúa Xáq

e') (step e': A final degenerate unaccented line 0 constituent
is extrametrical)

o o o o
a. x x b. x x c.d. (x)(x)

kúÀÀoq -> kúAÀoq -> kúÀÀoq e'. is not applicable

accent.

3 I utilize the constituentized grid in representations; "o" depicts
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The derivation in (5e) gives an incorrect surface stress pattern when
extrametricality encompasses all final degenerate feet. The derivation in
(5e') gives the correct form when extrametricality is defined as final
degenerate unaccented feet.

Three problems are apparent with this analysis. First, it implies that
an asterisked degenerate foot is distinguished from an accented one. While
there is evidence that a line i asterisk can and should be distinguished from
a line 1 accent (Hammond 1990), this analysis of extrametricality fails to
account for the fact in general, by indicating a distinction only in
degenerate feet. Secondly, since accented heavy syllables are the terminal
heads for unbounded feet, the line 1 heads are placed before the line 0
constituents are constructed. That is, it is not known until after heads are
placed and constituents are constructed whether or not the final foot is
extrametrical. Labelling the degenerate foot extrametrical says nothing about
its head. Therefore, either the line 1 elements above a degenerate line 0
constituent must also be made extrametrical, or the line 1 element must be
removed. Lastly, extrametricality can provide no explanation for the
minimally bimoraic forms in (3).

The excessive constraints necessary to force the success of
extrametricality argues for its rejection as a solution. It is not simply
that a final syllable is extrametrical; a final degenerate unaccented foot and
its head must be extrametrical to force the correct surface stress pattern.

3.2 Destressing
Another option to account for non - stressed light final syllables

following a heavy (and therefore stressed) syllable is to employ a destressing
rule, as in Hammond (1989) and Halle and Kenstowicz (1990), stated in the
former (1989:146) as:

Remove the stress of a syllable if:
a. it is light, and
b. it is adjacent to another stress, and
c. it does not bear main stress.

The requirement in this case is to assign stress first. In Hammond (1989),
one advantage for doing so was to differentiate between cyclic and noncyclic
affixes, and in both Hammond (1989) and Halle and Kenstowicz (1990),
destressing was useful in accounting for stress within bounded feet. In this
case, where neither cyclicity nor bounded feet are relevant, destressing can
resolve stress clashes (which occur when two line 1 elements are adjacent), a
problem not accounted for by extrametricality alone. The analysis, then, is
that vowels are stressable elements; heavy syllables are accented; unbounded
rightheaded feet are constructed; and final light syllables are destressed if
their heads are immediately adjacent to another head. A formal analysis is
given in figure (6), followed by sample derivations in figure (7).

(6) Formalization for Destressing
a. Stressable elements are vowels.
b. Accent heavy syllables.
c. Line 0 constituents are rightheaded.
d. Line 0 constituents are unbounded.
e. Destress line 1 asterisks adjacent to 'a line 1 element.
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(7) Derivation with Destressing
a) light -heavy final syllable sequence

o o o
xx xx b. xx xx c. d. (x x)

a. isínnawit -> isinnawit -> í51n

b) light -light final syllable sequence
x

a. x x x c.d. (x x x)
atanó -> ata nó

o
(x x)
náwit e. is N/A

b. and e. are N/A

c) heavy -light final syllable sequence
o o x o

a. x x x b. x x x c.d. (x x) (x) e. (x x) (x)
ilá: i -> ila: i -> ila: i -> ila: i

It is suspicious that the destressing of light syllables occurs word -
finally only. This in itself is not detrimental to the analysis, since
destressing is constrained from word - medial syllables as a result of the
construction of unbounded feet. However, the following problems argue against
its use.

In other Eskimo dialects (Central Alaskan Yupik, Koniag Alutiiq and
Chugach Alutiiq), destressing is accompanied by a lowering of pitch in final
light syllables (Miyaoka 1985; Leer 1985). Surface forms in these dialects
predicted by Miyaoka's and Leer's analyses should show a nonstressed final
light syllable corresponding to a non -high pitch when it is adjacent to a
heavy syllable. This prediction is attested by the forms in figure (8).

(8) Destressing and Pitch Lowering in Other Eskimo Dialects
('L', 'M', and 'H' = low, mid, and high pitch, respectively.)

àgkutá: rtuànga 'I'm going to go'
M L H LH M (Chugach Alutiiq)

arú: lamerá: ni
L M M M M L

gayá: liciquciamá: ni
MMHHLLMHL

'at the beginning of it'
(Koniag Alutiiq)

'you will be making a kayak over there'
(Central Alaskan Yupik)

However, for words meeting the environment for destressing in Northern
Greenlandic (words with a final heavy -light syllable sequence), the final
syllable always retains a high pitch, as shown in (9):4

(9) Final High- Pitched Light
ikka 'over yonder'
L H
inó: AXuárna 'goodbye'
MH MLH

Syllables Following a Heavy Syllable
tikínna 'come to me'
L L H
pánne 'daughter'
L H

4 (Stress is not transcribed in Thalbitzer (1904) for the last two
forms and has been inferred. )
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If the correlation between destressing and pitch lowering holds for all the
Eskimo dialects, then destressing cannot be applied in Northern Greenlandic.

In addition, the destressing analysis does not contribute any
explanation for the minimally bimoraic monosyllabic lexical words in figure
(3), or, alternatively, for the absence of monomoraic monosyllabic words. An
analysis avoiding correlations to pitch lowering and based on bimoricity is
now offered to account for monosyllabic lexical words and for nonstressed
final light syllables following a heavy syllable.

3.3 Bimoricity
A significant departure from earlier analyses is in the stressing of

individual morae as opposed to vowels. The monosyllabic lexical words in (3)
and the disyllabic words in (2a) are comprised of at least two morae,
regardless of their status as function words. On this basis, feet must be
minimally bimoraic. As before, heavy syllables are accented (where heavy
syllables are now defined as having at least two morae), and unbounded
right- headed feet are constructed. During foot construction, boundaries may
not split a syllable, that is, a single mora associated with a multimoraic
syllable may not comprise a foot with morae from another syllable. This
boundary constraint is relevant for idiosyncratic constituent boundaries in
Cairene (Halle 1990) and Yupik Eskimo (Rice 1988), which implies a positively
set parameter value in Northern Greenlandic, also. In this analysis then,
morae are stressable elements, heavy syllables are accented, and unbounded
right- headed minimally bimoraic feet are constructed. The formal analysis is
given in (10), followed by sample derivations in (11).

(10) Formalization for Bimoricity
a. Stressable elements are morae.
b. Accent heavy syllables.
c. Line 0 constituents are rightheaded.
d. Line 0 constituents are unbounded and minimally bimoraic.

(11) Derivations Utilizing Bimoricity
a) final heavy -heavy syllable sequence

0 0 0 0
a. xx xx b. xx xx c.d. (xx) (xx)

1111 µp µµ µµ µµ ly
kúAXoq -> kúlloq -> kú1 1oq

b) final heavy-light syllable sequence
o o

a. x xx x b. x xx x c. d. ( x xx) x
pµµµ µpµA ü µµ u
ilá: i -> ilá: i -> i lá: i

c) final light -light syllable sequence

x
a. x x c.d. (x x)

µ u p µ
suná -> suná
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d) final lightheavy syllable sequence
o o

x xx b. x xx c.d. (x xx)
µ141 p

a. tikéq -> tikéq -> ti kéq

e) long sequence of light syllables
o o o

a. x x x x x xxxxxxxx b. x x x x x x xxxxxxx c.d.
11, µu1i PP41 µµµµµµ Ali µk PPP

pisi ni aralu árpón no: q -> pisi ni aralu árpón no: q ->
o o o

(x x x x x x xx) (xx) (xxx)
pµpµpµFP µµ PAP

pisini aralu ár On no:q

In particular, (11b) indicates that a final light syllable following a heavy
syllable, having only one mora, does not meet the minimum requirement for a
foot. As a result, constituent construction is prevented, which eliminates
the need for either the extrametricality or destressing devices.

An anomaly to be noted is that right headed minimally bimoraic foot
construction results in the placement of heads on coda consonants in heavy
syllables. Assuming that stress realization on consonants presents a problem,
one solution could be to shift accent left to the vowel. However, it would
appear to be simply an effect of notation. Using Hayes' (1987) "(. x)"
representational notation, this problem is no longer apparent, since headship
is associated with a syllable in its entirety. Compare the output form of
(lid) with (12):

(12) Head Placement Using Hayes' (1987) Notation
"." = a headless syllable, "x' = a syllable with a head,
" -" = a light syllable, " " = a heavy syllable

(. x)

ti kéq

With this analysis, Hayes' (1987) foot typology is modified by including
a template for moraic iambs: construct a right headed constituent over at least
two adjacent morae which are either in adjacent light syllables or a single
heavy syllable; otherwise construct no constituent. The "otherwise" instruction
does not parallel that of Hayes' (1987) proposed moraic trochee: "otherwise
construct a constituent with no head over a light syllable." By defining a foot
foot as minimally bimoraic, it follows necessarily that a final (monomoraic)
light syllable following a heavy syllable cannot be constituentized. The
template statement that right headed feet are constructed "over at least two
adjacent morae" implies the possibility of unbounded constituents over a domain
larger than two syllables, as seen in Northern Greenlandic. My use of the term
"iamb ", which I construe to mean "right headed," therefore differs from Hayes
(1987:278): "an iamb is a disyllabic foot with final stress." I intentionally
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omit a left parenthesis to allow the possibility of unbounded consitutents in
the proposed template in (13).

(13) Moraic Iamb Template
. x) . x) (. x) (x)

Form µ µ if possible, where µ g is minimally either or -.

This template is necessary because the current iambic template in
Hayes' (1987) typology makes incorrect predictions for Northern Greenlandic
Eskimo. His template is formulated as follows (Hayes 1987:279):

(14) Hayes' (1987) Iambic Template
(. x) (x) (. )

Form - o if possible, otherwise form - or

Hayes' (1987) template predicts that every other light syllable in a sequence
of light syllables will have a head and will therefore be incorrectly stressed
as in the following form:

(15) Incorrect Prediction by Hayes' (1987) Template
(. x) (. x) (. x) (x) (x) (x)

pi sí ni á ra lú Sr On no: q

The correct surface stress pattern is predicted by the proposed moraic iambic
template: pisiniaraluárpórirlo: q.

Given this analysis, the parameters required to account for the
metrical system of Northern Greenlandic are as given in (16).

(16) Parameters
a. No counting: heavy syllables are accented.
b. No bounded feet: the constituent template is comprised

of an unbounded, moraic iambs.
c. No extrametricality.
d. No destressing.
e. Iterativity of constituent construction.
f. No Word trees.
g. Constituent boundaries coincide with syllable boundaries.

4.0 Conclusion
The analysis based on bimoricity has a number of advantages over those

utilizing extrametricality and destressing. First, bimoricity can capture the
generalization that monosyllabic lexical words are minimally bimoraic, a fact
unaccounted for by either of the other available devices. The
extrametricality analysis illustrated an inconsistent distinction between line
1 asterisks and accents, and required not only a line 0 but a line 1
constituent to be extrametrical. The destressing analysis fared better except
that the correlation indicated in other Eskimo dialects between destressing
and pitch lowering predicts incorrect surface pitch patterns in Northern
Greenlandic. A bimoraic analysis eliminates these problems. The analysis
indicates that a moraic iambic template must be added to Hayes' (1987) foot
typology because the existing iambic template makes incorrect predictions.
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The moraic iamb does not strictly parallel Hayes' (1987) moraic trochee
because monomoraic syllables are not constituentized and the possibility of
constituent domains larger than two syllables is allowed.
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